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ABSTRACT
Topic models aid analysis of text corpora by identifying la-
tent topics based on co-occurring words. Real-world de-
ployments of topic models, however, often require intensive
expert verification and model refinement. In this paper we
present Termite, a visual analysis tool for assessing topic
model quality. Termite uses a tabular layout to promote
comparison of terms both within and across latent topics.
We contribute a novel saliency measure for selecting relevant
terms and a seriation algorithm that both reveals clustering
structure and promotes the legibility of related terms. In
a series of examples, we demonstrate how Termite allows
analysts to identify coherent and significant themes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]: Natural Language Process-
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent growth in text data affords an opportunity to study

and analyze language at an unprecedented scale. The size
of text corpora, however, often exceeds the limit of what a
person can read and process. While statistical topic models
have the potential to aid large-scale exploration, a review
of the literature reveals a scarcity of real world analyses in-
volving topic models. When the models are deployed, they
involve time-consuming verification and model refinement.

We present Termite, a visualization system for the term-
topic distributions produced by topic models. Our system
contributes two novel techniques to aid topic model assess-
ment. First, we describe a saliency measure for ranking
and filtering terms. By surfacing more discriminative terms,
our measure enables faster assessment and comparison of
topics. Second, we introduce a seriation method for sort-
ing terms to reveal clustering patterns. Our technique has
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two desirable properties: preservation of term reading order
and early termination when sorting subsets of words. We
demonstrate how these techniques enable rapid classifica-
tion of coherent or junk topics and reveal topical overlap.

2. RELATED WORK
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [3] is a popular ap-

proach for uncovering latent topics: multinomial probabil-
ity distributions over terms, generated by soft clustering of
words based on document co-occurrence. While LDA pro-
duces some sensible topics, a prominent issue is the presence
of “junk topics” [1] comprised of incoherent or insignificant
term groupings. Model outputs often need to be verified by
domain experts and modified [5] to ensure they correspond
to meaningful concepts in the domain of analysis.

Hall et al. [12] applied LDA to study research trends in
computational linguistics across 14,000 publications. The
authors recruited experts to validate the quality of the latent
topics. These experts retained only 36 out of 100 topics, and
manually inserted 10 additional topics not produced by the
model. Talley et al. [24] examined 110,000 NIH grants and
applied LDA to uncover 700 latent topics. The modeling
process included a significant amount of revision: modifying
the vocabulary to include acronyms and multi-word phrases,
removing nonsensical topics, conducting parameter search,
and comparing the resulting models.

Current evaluations of topical quality rely heavily on ex-
perts examining lists of the most probable words in a topic
[4, 19, 20]. For example, in biological texts one might find
a topic with terms “dna, replication, rna, repair, complex,
interaction, . . .” Prior work in visualization suggests some
alternative forms of presentation. Matrix views can surface
relationships among a large number of items [2, 14] or be-
tween two data dimensions [9] if an appropriate ordering (or
seriation) is applied [10, 26]. Interaction might then allow
users to explore alternative orderings [22]. An appropriate
model of words (e.g., statistically significant instead of fre-
quent terms, phrases instead of words) can further aid com-
parison [7, 27]. Incorporating word relatedness into a visual-
ization can surface high-level patterns in the text [6, 13]. In
contrast to existing tools for summarizing LDA model out-
put [11], Termite aims to support the domain-specific task
of building and refining topic models.

3. THE TERMITE SYSTEM DESIGN
When using topic models to analyze a text collection, it

is critical that the discovered latent topics be relevant to
the domain task. Prior work suggests that the quality of a
topic is often determined by the coherence of its constituent
words [1] and its relative importance to the analysis task [25]
in comparison to other topics. Effective means for assessing



Figure 1: Top 30 frequent (left) vs. salient (right) terms.

Our saliency measure ranks tree, context, tasks, focus,

networks above the more frequent but less informative

words based, paper, approach, technique, method. Distinc-

tive terms enable speedier identification: Topic 6 con-

cerns focus+context techniques; this topical composition

is ambiguous when examining the frequent terms.

topical quality are thus an important step toward making
topic models more useful for real-world analyses.

Our goal with Termite is to support effective evaluation
of term distributions associated with LDA topics. The tool
is designed to help assess the quality of individual topics
and all topics as a whole. The primary visualization used
in Termite is a matrix view; rows correspond to terms and
columns to topics. In the following examples we use LDA
models [21] with 25 to 50 topics, trained on abstracts from
372 IEEE InfoVis conference papers from 1995 to 2010 [23].

The term-topic matrix (Figures 1–3) shows term distri-
butions for all latent topics. Unlike lists of per-topic words
(the current standard practice), matrices support compar-
ison across both topics and terms. We use circular area
to encode term probabilities. Texts typically exhibit long
tails of low probability words. Area has a higher dynamic
range than length encodings (quadratic vs. linear scaling)
and curvature enables perception of area even when circles
overlap. We also experimented with parallel tag clouds [7]
where text is displayed directly in the matrix; the result was
not sufficiently compact for even a modest number of terms.

Users can drill down to examine a specific topic by click-
ing on a circle or topic label in the matrix. The visualization
then reveals two additional views. The word frequency view
(Figure 3, middle) shows the topic’s word usage relative to
the full corpus. The document view (Figure 3, right) shows
the representative documents belonging to the topic.

3.1 Displaying Informative Terms
Showing all words in the term-topic matrix is neither de-

sirable nor feasible due to large vocabularies with thousands
of words. Termite can filter the display to show the most
probable or salient terms. Users can choose between 10 and
250 terms. On most monitors displaying over 250 words
requires a significant amount of scrolling and reduces the
effectiveness of the visualization.

Table 1: Word similarity based on G2 statistics

G2 estimates the likelihood of an event v taking place when
another event u is also observed. The likelihood can be com-
puted [8] using the following 2× 2 contingency table:

events u ¬u
v a = P (u|v) b = P (¬u|v)
¬v c = P (u|¬v) d = P (¬u|¬v)

The G2 statistic is then defined as:

G2 = a log
a(c + d)

c(a + b)
+ b log

b(c + d)

d(a + b)

For word co-occurrences, G2 represents the likelihood of a
word v appearing in a document/sentence when another word
u also appears in the same document/sentence. For bigrams,
G2 examines all adjacent pairs of words, and estimates the
likelihood of v being the second word when u is the first word.

We define term saliency as follows. For a given word w,
we compute its conditional probability P (T |w): the likeli-
hood that observed word w was generated by latent topic T .
We also compute the marginal probability P (T ): the like-
lihood that any randomly-selected word w′ was generated
by topic T . We define the distinctiveness of word w as the
Kullback-Leibler divergence [15] between P (T |w) and P (T ):

distinctiveness(w) =
X

T

P (T |w) log
P (T |w)

P (T )

This formulation describes (in an information-theoretic
sense) how informative the specific term w is for determin-
ing the generating topic, versus a randomly-selected term
w′. For example, if a word w occurs in all topics, observing
the word tells us little about the document’s topical mixture;
thus the word would receive a low distinctiveness score.

The saliency of a term is defined by the product:

saliency(w) = P (w)× distinctiveness(w)

As shown in Figure 1, filtering terms by saliency can aid
rapid classification and disambiguation of topics. Given the
same number of words, the list of most probable terms con-
tains more generic words (e.g., based, paper, approach) than
the list of distinctive terms (e.g., tree, context, tasks). Our
saliency measure speeds identification of topical composition
(e.g., Topic 6 on focus+context techniques). By producing
a more sparse term-topic matrix, our measure can enable
faster differentiation among the topics and identification of
potential “junk topics” lacking salient terms.

3.2 Ordering the Term-Topic Matrix
Termite provides two options for topic ordering: by

index (the arbitrary topic index produced by LDA) and
by topic size (the number of observed terms assigned to a
topic). Prior work suggests that small (rare) topics tend to
contain more nonsensical and incoherent terms [19]. Topic
ordering by size can help surface such patterns.

Termite also provides three options for term ordering:
alphabetically, by frequency, or using seriation. Seriation
methods permute the presentation order to reveal clustering
structure, and are commonly used to improve visualizations
of matrices [16] and cluster heatmaps [10].

Termite uses a novel seriation method for text data.
First, we define an asymmetric similarity measure to ac-
count for co-occurrence and collocation likelihood between
all pairs of words. Collocation defines the probability that



Figure 2: Seriation. Terms ordered by frequency (left) vs. our seriation technique (right). Seriation reveals clusters

of terms and aids identification of coherent concepts such as Topic 2 (parallel coordinates), Topic 17 (network visual-

ization), Topic 25 (treemaps), and Topic 41 (graph layout). Our term similarity measure embeds word ordering and

favors reading order (online communities, social networks, aspect ratio, etc).

a phrase (sequence of words) occurs more often in a corpus
than would be expected by chance, and is an asymmetric
measure. For example, “social networks” is a likely phrase;
“networks social” is not. Incorporating collocation favors
adjacent words that form meaningful phrases, in the cor-
rect reading order. We compute the likelihoods using G2

statistics [8] as shown in Table 1.
We then place the terms according to their similarity scores

by applying the Bond Energy Algorithm [18]. We terminate
BEA whenever a sorted sub-list with the desired number
of terms is generated. Assessing topical composition typ-
ically requires examining only a subset of the common or
mid-frequency words [17], and does not require seriating the
full vocabulary. We use BEA because it accepts asymmetric
similarity measures as input and is a greedy algorithm; early
termination does not affect the quality of its results.

As shown in Figure 2, our seriation algorithm reveals top-
ical clusters of terms. We are able to rapidly identify coher-
ent concepts such as Topic 2 on parallel coordinates. Term
grouping reveals shared properties between topics, e.g., main-
taining stability in both treemaps and force-directed graph
layout. Our technique preserves reading order down the list
of terms; examples include online communities, social net-
works and aspect ratio. Seriating terms in reading order
facilitates scanning and a sense of term use in context.

Qualitatively, we observe that seriating terms using a com-
bined similarity measure based on both document and sen-

tence level co-occurrence is preferable to either statistics
alone. Bigram likelihood produces a significantly sparser
matrix than does document co-occurrence alone. As a re-
sult, adding bigram likelihood doesn’t significantly change
the global seriation order. Instead, it affects local orderings
and places words such as parallel coordinates, user interface,
social networks and small multiples in the correct reading or-
der. We experimented with trigram statistics, but find that
it degrades the overall seriation quality. Longer phases such
as node link diagram are already produced by bigram statis-
tics. Adding trigrams yields marginal gains and produces
phrases such as graph layout algorithm, large data set, and
social network analysis. However, adding trigram likelihood
leads to false positives: because the stop word of is omitted,
the recurring trigram level of detail adds undesirable weight
to the word sequence level detail.

4. CONCLUSION
Based on usage by members of our research group, we

observed that users are able to meaningfully comprehend
topical composition with Termite. Example quotes include:
“The current [dataset] seems to overfit in places... much
more so than the 30 topic example I used in [a previous
iteration]” and “We may have single-doc topics!”. We also
received initial feedback requesting the ability to label and
organize topics and examine document-topic probabilities.



Figure 3: The Termite system. When a topic is selected in the term-topic matrix (left), the systems visualizes the

word frequency distribution relative to the full corpus (middle) and shows the most representative documents (right).

Going forward, Termite is a first step towards a visual
analysis system for human-centered iterative topic model-
ing. In this paper, we focused on understanding terms and
term-topic distributions. Future work involves expanding
Termite to visualize the topical composition of documents
and adding interactions to support user inputs (e.g., adjust-
ing model parameters, deleting junk topics, merging related
topics). We believe supporting interactive model refinement
can significantly improve the utility and reduce the cost of
applying topic models to make sense of large text corpora.
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